YEAR END FINALE

Again, a year has flown by! This year saw the merger of \textit{CRUX} and \textit{MAYHEM} come to fruition. The logistical problems were greater than I expected, and we were slow at getting the first few issues to press. But now, it seems to flow smoothly. Thanks to all for their patience and assistance.

The online version of \textit{CRUX with MAYHEM} continues to attract attention. Thanks are due to LOKI JORGENSON, NATHALIE SINCLAIR, and the rest of the team at SFU who are responsible for this.

There are many people that I wish to thank most sincerely for particular contributions. First and foremost is BILL SANDS. Bill is of such value to me and to the continuance of \textit{CRUX with MAYHEM}. As well, I thank most sincerely, CATHY BAKER, ROLAND EDDY, CHRIS FISHER, BILL SANDS, JIM TOTTEN, and EDWARD WANG, for their regular yeoman service in assessing which solutions should be highlighted; DENIS HANSON, D. FARENICK, C. FISHER, A. LIU, R. MCINTOSH, J. MACLAREN, D. RUOFF, M. TSATSONEROV, H. WESTON, for ensuring that we have quality articles; ANDY LIU, ROBERT GERETHSCHLAGER, MURRAY S. KLAMKEN, MARIA FALK de LOSADA, JOSZEF PELIKAN, GOTTFRIED PERZ, JIM TOTTEN, for ensuring that we have quality book reviews, ROBERT WOODROW (and JOANNE LONGWORTH), who carries the heavy load of two corners, one somewhat new and the other of longstanding, and RICHARD GUY for sage advice whenever necessary. The editors of the \textit{MAYHEM} section, NAOKI SATO, CYRUS HSIA, ADRIAN CHAN, RICHARD HOSHINO, RAVI VAKIL and WAI LING YEE, all do a sterling job. I also thank two of our regulars who assist the editorial board with proof reading: THEODORE CHRONIS and WALDEMAR POMPE. The quality of these people are vital parts of what makes \textit{CRUX with MAYHEM} what it is. Thank you one and all.

As well, I would like to give special thanks to our retiring Associate Editor, CLAYTON HALFYARD, for keeping me from printing too many typographical errors; and my colleagues, PETER BOOTH, RICHARD CHARRON, EDGAR GOODAIRE, ERIC JESPERS, MIKE PARMENTER, DONALD RIDEOUT, NABIL SHALABY, in the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at Memorial University for their occasional sage advice. I have also been helped by some Memorial University students, DON HENDER, COLIN HILLIER, PAUL MARSHALL, SHANNON SULLIVAN, as well as a WISE Summer student, AYSON FORD. The staff of the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at Memorial University deserve special mention for their excellent work and support: ROS ENGLISH, MENIE FRENCH, WANDA HEATH, and LEONCE MORRISSEY; as well as the computer and networking expertise of RANDY BOUZANE. Also the assistance of ELLEN WILSON at Mount Allison University is much appreciated. Not to mention GRAHAM WRIGHT, Managing Editor, would be a travesty. Graham has kept so much on the right track. He is a pleasure to work with. The CMS's \TeX Editor, MICHAEL DOOB has been very helpful in ensuring that the printed master copies are up to the standard required for the U of T Press who continue to print a fine product. Finally, I would like to express real and heartfelt thanks to the Heads of my Department, BRUCE WATSON and HERBERT GASKILL, and to ALAN LAW, Dean of Science of Memorial University, and WILLIE DAVIDSON, Acting Dean of Science of Memorial University, without whose support and understanding, I would not be able to do the job of Editor-in-Chief.

Last but not least, I send my thanks to you, the readers of \textit{CRUX}. Without you, \textit{CRUX} would not be what it is. Keep those contributions and letters coming in. I do enjoy knowing you all.